
CROSSOVER WITH YOUR U PREP FAMILY!

Finding the right fit for your family can be a daunting task. When children begin their
educational journey with us at U Prep Schools, it is our goal that they remain in our school
community and receive the complete U Prep experience. We pride ourselves on providing
continuity in academics, that includes project based and experiential learning; in addition
to offering career pathways at each of our high schools, that engages scholars through an
immersion of exploration in unique career fields that are either in high demand, or lack
gender and race diversity. The introduction to these pathways begins as early as
elementary for our scholars, and is just one example of a continuum in experiences that
are unique to the U Prep school communities. setting a foundation for their future career
goals and aspirations.

5th and 8th grade scholars who step up to middle and high school journeys share in a
transition day, or U Prep coined, “Crossover Day” with their soon-to-be new U Prep school
community. Each district celebrates their new middle and high school families with a day
designed just for them. 5th grade families are invited to spend time at their district’s
middle school, and enjoy panel discussions with current scholars, staff and even other
families to hear firsthand how exciting their next steps will be. Families are led on campus
tours; they engage in fun-filled activities, and fellowship with school leaders. The day
normally ends with the potential new family donning their new school’s swag in
preparation for the upcoming year. A similar experience is shared with 8th graders who
are rising to high school for their 9th grade year. They too are introduced to the high
school culture, athletic teams, and a dive into the career pathways in STEM, Law and Art &
Design.

This year’s transition and crossover days were hosted via Zoom Meeting, but were still
engaging, creative and filled with high energy. “Crossover day at UPA was very unique, as
we had to leverage our technology to bring our school culture and freshman experience to
life.” - Jerry Lawrence (Dean of Culture - UPA High School). One of our middle schools
added a twist to include their present state of being in the virtual world, and titled their
exciting transition event, “Zoom Ahead Day”! Across our network, students felt the
camaraderie, and excitement about advancing to their next level on their academic
journey. Our families are important to us, and so too is their overall success in life.
Students who have remained from elementary school through high school graduation
express the advantage of growing up with their teachers - “it is an indescribable bond.
They know me, and they care about me, my well-being, and my future life goals.” - Azaria
Bailey (recent U Prep Alum).

U Prep is a family, a community, a village. Our collective mindset establishes a foundation
in their early years, and sets scholars on a path to realize their excellence throughout their
college, career and life endeavors. Begin and continue your child’s academic journey with
us at U Prep Schools!
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